Start your data journey with the Adoption Dashboard. This dashboard allows you to fuel return on investment discussions with data that clearly shows how the Brightspace platform is being used at your organization. Answer questions about which groups or roles are accessing Brightspace, how often, and in which ways. More than just system logins, the Adoption Dashboard allows you to analyze and act on course access, tool usage, and enrollment data with easy-to-understand reports.

**Login Trends**
How frequently are users logging into Brightspace?

- See the total number of users who login each day, and understand peaks and troughs.
- View minimum, average, and maximum counts over a selected date range.

**Tool Usage Trends**
How are tools used over time at my organization?

- Understand trends by tool, by role, and by organization unit, such as department.
- Track the success of tool adoption campaigns.

**Tool Usage Comparison**
How are tools used in my organization?

- Understand the parts of your organization that use tools more heavily than do others.
- Identify groups or individual users that need help using Brightspace to its fullest.
**ENROLLMENT AND WITHDRAWAL TRENDS**

What are the enrollment and withdrawal trends at my organization?

- See how many users are signing up and withdrawing from courses.
- Quickly identify whether trends are higher or lower than expected.

**COURSE ACCESS COUNTS**

Are users actively accessing their courses?

- See whether enrolled users are actively accessing courses across your organizational hierarchy.
- Drill through the hierarchy to compare and contrast at each organizational level, all the way down to individual course offering.
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About D2L

D2L believes learning is the foundation upon which all progress and achievement rests. Working closely with organizations globally, D2L has transformed the way millions of people learn online and in the classroom. Learn more about D2L for schools, higher education and businesses at [D2L.com](http://D2L.com).